Welcome to this evening’s performance of *Whose Body?*, based on the novel by Dorothy L. Sayers. We hope to see you for our next production, *Middle Passage*. Enjoy the show!
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Whose Body?

Based on the novel by Dorothy L. Sayers
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**THE CAST**

Lord Peter Wimsey ................................................................. William Anthony Sebastian Rose II  
Bunter/Dr. Grimbold ...................................................................................... Scott Danielson  
Duchess of Denver/Mrs. Thipps.............................................................. Katie McLean Hainsworth*  
Mr. Thipps/Inspector Parker ........................................................................ John Drea  
Gladys Horrocks /Lady Swaffam /Slavic Woman /Lady Levy ........................ Michaela Voit  
Sugg /J.P. Milligan /Piggott/Coroner ........................................................ Joshua K. Harris  
Dr. Julian Freke /Bill Williams /Cummings .............................................. Tony Bozzuto  

Understudies .................................................................................................. Kyle Burch, Evan Cullinan

**SETTING**

London and Denver Castle in the nearby countryside:  
1923 - a world between two World Wars.

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Dorothy L. Sayers was born in Oxford as the only child of clergyman and headmaster Rev. Henry Sayers and Helen Mary Leigh. She grew up in and around schools and quickly developed a love of words. She graduated from Oxford University in 1915 after studying modern language at Somerville College. She was one of the first women to graduate from Oxford and, as a result, did not receive her degree until 1920 when she was awarded a Bachelors and Masters of the Arts degree concurrently, as women were permitted to attend Oxford prior to that time but were not awarded degrees. Sayers quickly tired of academia and instead decided to pursue a career as a printer and publisher with Blackwell’s before she transitioned to a career as a copywriter in 1922 where she would work until she became a full-time writer in 1929.

It was at this stage of her career while a copywriter at Bensons that she would enter the canon of detective fiction by creating the indomitable Lord Peter Wimsey. Whose Body? was both her first novel and the first appearance of Lord Peter Wimsey. The fourteen novels of the Lord Peter Wimsey series helped to cement Sayers’ place amongst her friends and peers including C.S. Lewis and T.S. Eliot with her detail-oriented and heavily referential texts demonstrating the scope and breadth of her education and theological upbringing. She would return to the character of Lord Peter for the play Busman’s Honeymoon which helped launch her career as a playwright culminating in her most famous play The Man Born to Be King.

She would end her career back where it began in the academic world as a lecturer and translator with her most notable work being an annotated version of The Divine Comedy. On December 17, 1957 she died suddenly of heart failure in the midst of translating the final work of Dante's triptych Paradiso.
Tony Bozzuto (Dr. Julian Freke /Bill Williams / Cummings) Tony has been an actor in Chicago for 15 years. Some of his stage credits include: The Island of Dr. Moreau (Lifeline Theatre), The Internationalist (Steppenwolf), American Journalero (Teatro Vista), Skin Tight (COR Theatre), and On An Average Day (BackStage Theatre) for which he received a Jeff Nomination. His television and film credits include: commercials for the NFL, T-Mobile as well as Chicago Fire (NBC), Boss (NBC), Crisis (NBC), Animator (Film) and The Good Fight Series (YouTube and Vimeo).

www.tonybozzuto.com

Scott Danielson (Bunter/Dr. Grimbold) Scott is stoked to make his Lifeline debut with Whose Body? His recent work includes: Bright Star, Urinetown (BoHo), Nine to Five (Firebrand), Shakespeare in Love (Chicago Shakespeare), Once In a Lifetime, Quiz Show, The Arsonists (Strawdog), The Full Monty (Kokandy Productions), A Very Fatal Murder: Season Two (The Onion), and Chicago Fire (NBC Universal). Scott is a two-time nominee and one-time recipient of the Non-Equity Joseph Jefferson Award for Actor in a Supporting Role – Musical. He is a proud Illinois State University alumnus, a Strawdog Theatre Company ensemble member, and is represented by Shirley Hamilton.

Katie McLean Hainsworth* (Duchess of Denver/Mrs. Thipps) Katie has been a Lifeline ensemble member since 2006. Her adaptation of The Mark of Zorro won 2009’s New Adaptation Non-Equity Jeff Award, and she directed Watership Down (2011) and Johnny Tremain (2006) for the Mainstage. As an actor, her favorite Lifeline productions include Miss Holmes, Monstrous Regiment, A Tale of Two Cities, Hunger, Neverwhere (2010), Mariette in Ecstasy, Gaudy Night, and Cooking With Lard. A native of Central New York, Katie has made Chicago her home, and is very excited to be revisiting the revival of her second show at Lifeline Theatre after 17 years.

Joshua K. Harris (Sugg /J.P. Milligan /Piggott/ Coroner) This is Joshua’s first production with Lifeline. Other Chicago credits include: Cosmologies (u/s, The Gift), GHOSTS & zombies, and Kokkola (Akvavit), Hammer (The Right Brain Project), Musing (Tympanic), and A Christmas Carol (Metropolis). You can also hear him as Rudy in the audio drama podcast Unwell, A Midwestern Gothic Mystery. UnwellPodcast.com

John Drea (Mr. Thipps/ Inspector Parker) This is John’s first production at Lifeline. He has most recently been seen in Chicago in Game of Tiaras (Surging/ Cuckoo’s). Other credits include work with Chicago Fringe Opera, Asterisk Arts Collective, Pivot Arts, Victory Gardens Theater, among others. John is a senior at Loyola University Chicago (BA) and an alum of Fordham University’s London Dramatic Academy. johndrea.weebly.com

William Anthony Sebastian Rose II (Lord Peter Wimsey) This is William’s second production with Lifeline after having the opportunity of appearing
Michaela Voit (Gladys Horrocks / Lady Swaffam / Slavic Woman / Lady Levy) This is Michaela’s Lifeline debut. Recent Chicago credits include: Melancholy Play (Organic Theater), Super Richard World III: It’s Just Richard III with Nintendo Characters (The Stupid Shakespeare Company at Otherworld Theatre), and Rabbit Hole Society (Once Upon a Reality Productions). Michaela also performs and writes as a Head Dungeon Master with Out on a Whim Presents: Improvised Dungeons and Dragons (Otherworld Theatre). Her voice acting is featured in the interactive ghost story Soft Earth (rudeghost), and her favorite past roles include Helena in A Midsummer Night’s Dream (The Dean’s Men) and Cavale in Cowboy Mouth (University of Chicago).

Kyle Burch (Understudy) Kyle is delighted to be making his Lifeline Theatre debut! Most recently he was seen in 1776 (Madkap Theatre) as Colonel Thomas McKean. Other Chicago credits include: The Wizard of Oz (Windy City Performers), The Polar Express Train Ride (u/s – Warner Bros. Inc.), #RUWorthy (Nothing Without a Company), Barbecue Apocalypse (Cuckoo Theatre), As You Like It, (Eclectic Theatre). kyletburch.weebly.com

Evan Cullinan (Understudy) Evan is thrilled to be working with Lifeline for the first time with this wonderful cast! His recent credits include: Prophet$ (The Factory Theater), writer and composer of An Artist and The Ember, a new musical for the 2019 Chicago Musical Theatre Festival (Underscore Theatre Company), Henry IV Part I and A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Hoosier Shakes). Evan has also had the pleasure to work with William’s Street Rep, Congo Square Theatre, Blue Goose Theatre Ensemble and many more.

Frances Limoncelli * (Adaptor) Frances has been a member of Lifeline’s artistic ensemble since 1995. As an adaptor she created Mrs. Caliban (Non-Equity Jeff nomination: New Adaptation), and the popular Dorothy L. Sayers series: Whose Body?, Strong Poison (Non-Equity Jeff Award: New Adaptation), Gaudy Night (Non-Equity Jeff Award: New Adaptation), and Busman’s Honeymoon (Non-Equity Jeff Award: New Adaptation) all for Lifeline’s MainStage. For Lifeline’s KidSeries she created this past spring’s adaptation of The Time Warp Trio, as well as The Emperor’s Groovy New Clothes, Somebody Loves You, Mr. Hatch, and Arnie the Doughnut with composer/lyricist George Howe, which was a Next Link Selection in the 2012 NY Musical Theatre Festival. Her plays have been seen in such regional theatres as the Cleveland Playhouse in Ohio, the PTC Performance Space in New York, Taproot Theatre in Seattle, and the Manitoba Theatre Center in Winnipeg.

Jess Hutchinson (Director) Jess Hutchinson is delighted to return to Lifeline where she directed Bilal Dardai’s adaptation of The Man Who Was Thursday last season. Other recent directing credits include: Steven Dietz’s Mad Beat Hip & Gone, Kristin Idaszak’s Second Skin, and
workshop productions of Georgette Kelly’s *North Star*, Emily Dendinger’s *No Home For Bees*, and Sarah Saltwick’s *Scarlet Letter*. Jess earned her MFA in Directing at the University of Texas at Austin. She was the 2015-16 NNPN Producer in Residence at Kitchen Dog Theater in Dallas. She is an associate member of SDC. www.jesshutchinson.com

**Sofia Fey (Stage Manager)** This marks Sofia Fey’s first production with Lifeline Theatre! Other recent credits include *The Lessons* (Passage Theatre Company), *Reconciliation 0001* (Otherworld Theatre Company), and *No Child* (Definition Theatre Company). She is currently publishing the first volume of her contributor’s journal, Cabaret.

**Alan Donahue* (Scenic & Props Designer)** After having not designed a single show in Lifeline’s 2018-19 season, Alan is quite grateful to return with this production of *Whose Body?* His many Lifeline shows include: *Whose Body?* (2002), *Neverwhere* (2018) (2010), *Jane Eyre* (2001) (1991), a couple productions of *Click Clack Moo: Cows that Type*, as well as scenic design and lighting design of different productions of *Killer Angels* and of *The Talisman Ring*. Other recent work includes: *Reuben’s Swashbuckling Adventure* at Silver Dollar City in Branson, MO, and *Little Shop of Horrors* (Mercury Theatre Chicago). He will be back at work at Lifeline on *Middle Passage* (for his first and only time) after the first of the year.

**Andrés Enriquez* (Casting Director)** Andrés is proud to have been on both the MainStage and the KidSeries stage for Lifeline, having understudied *The Velveteen Rabbit* and *Soon I Will Be Invincible*, then appearing in *Sparky!, Northanger Abbey*, and most recently, *Sylvester*. Other notable productions in the Chicagoland area include *Forever Plaid* (Fox Valley Repertory), *The Life and Death Of Madame Barker* (Red Tape Theatre), *Love and Information* (Remy Bumppo), *The Adding Machine* (The Hypocrites), and *In The Heights* (Porchlight Music Theater). He has also worked with such great Chicago companies as Underscore Theater Company, Strawdog Theatre, 16th Street Theater, and Theater at the Center in Munster, IN. Andrés received his B.A. from the University of California, Santa Barbara, and his M.F.A. in Acting from the University of Iowa in 2012. Andrés is also the Music Director of No Big Deal, a Chicago a cappella quartet, and a proud company member of Barrel of Monkeys.

**Diane D. Fairchild* (Lighting Designer)** Diane is excited to be bringing the world of Lord Peter Wimsey to life. Previous Lifeline credits include: *Emma, The Time Warp Trio, Anna Karenina, You Think It’s Easy Being the Tooth Fairy?, Her Majesty’s Will, Northanger Abbey*, and *A Tale of Two Cities*. Regional credits: 1st Stage Springhill, City Theatre, Boise Contemporary Theatre, and Ensemble Studio Theatre. Other Chicago credits: Sideshow, Rivendell, Citadel, Wilmette Parks District, Mudlark, and UIC.

**Morgan Gire (Assistant Stage Manager)** Morgan is thrilled to be back at Lifeline where she has worked as ASM on *Miss Holmes, Her Majesty’s Will, and Neverwhere* [2018], and is very excited to return for her 4th year as stage manager for the Fillet of Solo. She has had the great fortune of working with such wonderful companies as: WildClaw Theatre, Factory Theatre, Strawdog’s Hugen Hall, Adventure Stage Chicago, and Nothing Special Productions.

**Carrie Hardin (Voice & Dialect Coach)** Carrie is pleased to be back at Lifeline after voice coaching *Sylvester* (2017). You may have heard her coaching efforts around town with the likes of First Folio, Babes with Blades, The Greenhouse, Pegasus Players, CityLit, AstonRep, Idle Muse, ETA Arts Center, Red Twist, Bower Ensemble, First Floor Theater, Loyola University, and the dearly departed Prologue Theatre, of which she was a founding member. She also teaches privately.
Caitlin McLeaod (Co-Costume Designer) Caitlin is thrilled to team up with Jess Hutchinson again at Lifeline. Caitlin is a costume and scenic designer, puppet enthusiast, and traveler. Recent credits include: The Man Who Was Thursday (Lifeline); The Very Hungry Caterpillar Show (Chicago Children’s Theatre); The Walls of Harrow House; The Stranger and The Shadow (Rough House); The River (Boho); The Ballad of Romeo and Juliet (American Myth Center, NC); The Dark at the Top of The Stairs (Teatro Vista); Seussical (Drury Lane); and The Great God Pan (Chicago Fringe Opera). She also is a co-founder of the Chicago based costume crafts business Craftiga. She earned her MFA at Northwestern University. CaitlinMcLeodDesign.com

Sam Moryoussef (Master Electrician/AV Supervisor) Sam is pleased to have the opportunity to be back at Lifeline Theatre as the Master Electrician/AV Supervisor. He recently moved back to Chicago from North Carolina where he was working as the Assistant Technical Director at Elon University. Sam has had, and continues to have the pleasure of working in production management, lighting, and carpentry, with several theatres throughout the city, including Lookingglass Theatre Company, The Ruffians, and Rivendell Theatre Ensemble. He graduated from the University of North Carolina Greensboro with a BFA in Drama concentrating in Technical Production. Sam is thrilled to be back in Chicago and working with such a welcoming group of artists and craftsmen.

Harrison Ornelas (Technical Director) Harrison Ornelas was born and raised on the north side of Chicago. After graduating from Columbia College in 2015 Harrison has been Technical Directing for theaters all over the city including Akvavit, Redtwist Theatre, Strawdog Theatre Co., Silkroad Rising, A Red Orchid, UrbanTheater, Red Tape Theater, Theater Wit and Shattered Globe just to name a few. He has also been an on staff TD for the past three seasons at Theater on the Lake. Harrison is thrilled to now be working with Lifeline and is excited for his inaugural show with the company, Whose Body?. Harrison is always looking for his next collaboration and creative challenge wherever his skills are needed.

Patrick Runfeldt (Dramaturg) Patrick is thrilled to return to Lifeline with such an amazing cast and crew after previously working as the dramaturg on Midnight Cowboy. Other notable Chicago credits include: The Grapes of Wrath (The Gift Theatre). He is an alumni member of the Signs of Life hip hop theatre collective in Gainesville, FL.

Stefanie M. Senior (Sound Designer) Stefanie is very excited to join the ranks of Lifeline designers! She is a freelance sound designer and recent Chicago transplant. Favorite credits include: Non-Player Character (Red Theatre), Ghosts (Redtwist), Mr. Joy, TopDog/Underdog, and The Absolute Brightness of Leonard Pelkey (Lake Dillon Theatre Company) in Silverthorne, CO; and Arcadia (Swine Palace Theatre at Louisiana State University). You can find Stefanie online at www.stefaniemsenior.com.

Anna Wooden (Co-Costume Designer) Anna is a costume designer, craftsperson, and maker. She is proud to be returning to Lifeline having previously co- designed The Man Who Was Thursday (Jeff nominated). Other recent theatre credits include: Footloose (Marriott), Pinocchio (The House), Second Skin (Wildclaw), Strange Heart Beating and Another Jungle (Cloudgate Theatre), and The Walls of Harrow House (Rough House). Film credits include: First Dance (Project Blue Light), and The Shepherd (Vertical Church). She is co-owner of the crafts company Craftiga Ltd, and an artistic associate of Cloudgate Theatre Company. annawoodendesign.com
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Laced with forbidden romance and backstage gossip, this behind-the-scenes look at legendary leading lady Sarah Bernhardt’s most ambitious role is a “dynamic character study” (Variety) of one of the most famous actresses—and infamous divas—in the world.